
Notably, last week’s meeting did not include updated economic forecasts from the Fed, but there were 
nonetheless several important comments that revealed how Jerome Powell and the Fed view the current 
economic landscape and outlook.

Most noticeable was a softening of language regarding economic activity, as the following excerpt from the Fed’s 
statement highlights:

Recent indicators of spending and production have softened. Nonetheless, job gains have been robust in recent      
months, and the unemployment rate has remained low. Inflation remains elevated, reflecting supply and demand
imbalances related to the pandemic, higher food and energy prices, and broader price pressures.

Russia's war against Ukraine is causing tremendous human and economic hardship. The war and related events
are creating additional upward pressure on inflation and are weighing on global economic activity. The  
committee is highly attentive to inflation risks.

Key Takeaways
Should investors consider this a sign that the Fed believes the economy is in (or on the brink of) a recession? Not 
quite. Powell explicitly stated during his press conference that he does not think the U.S. is currently in a 
recession. His reasoning is that performance remains too strong in too many areas to coincide with a recession. 
Employment is robust, unemployment remains near 50-year lows, and industrial production continues to grow.

Last week, the Federal Reserve unanimously voted to raise rates by 0.75%, increasing the target for the federal 
funds rate to 2.25 – 2.50%, and unsurprisingly indicated their intention for continued hikes in the months ahead. 
While rate hikes were already expected to continue throughout the remainder of the year, it is possible the 
pace will moderate somewhat as data continues to be made available. The market is now pricing in rate cuts 
early in 2023, but without clear signs of recession, that’s unlikely to occur.
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While the latest GDP release showed a negative print for a second consecutive quarter (-0.9%), which fulfills the 
non-official definition of a recession, Powell is taking the release with a grain of salt, as should investors. 
Important to remember is that GDP reports are backward-looking and tend to be revised as more complete data 
is collected. Investors should show caution in overweighting the latest GDP figures until that happens.

Perhaps the biggest concern over last week’s Fed activity has nothing to do with what was said, but rather what 
they continue to ignore. The M2 money supply remains the biggest factor on inflation, yet Powell and the 
committee’s statement failed to mention it once, nor did anyone in the media press them on the topic. 

While the Fed isn’t scheduled to reconvene again until late September, an important day comes later this month 
(August 23rd) when the next release of M2 data will be published. M2 growth has moderated through the first 
half of the year, only growing at a 1.7% annual rate after double digit increases to start both 2020 and 2021. But 
the fact that the Fed hasn’t made a slowdown in M2 growth a top priority increases the risk that their tightening 
of monetary policy will continue to miss the mark.

It’s good that the Fed has prioritized the fight against inflation, but they seem to be overly optimistic in how 
quickly inflation can be brought under control. As the saying goes, “If the only tool you are comfortable using is a 
hammer, you tend to see all your problems as nails.”  This applies to the Fed’s current course of action, as they 
continue to emphasize their “rate” hammer in an attempt to drive inflation into submission.  To do the job most 
effectively, however, the Fed would be wise to further leverage more of the other tools in their arsenal, such as 
higher reserve requirements and selling more government debt (quantitative tightening) to further decrease the 
money supply moving forward.


